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Special on expansion:
Alpha Sigma Phi welcomes
four into the mystic circle
Four new chapters within a matter of months!

Alpha Sigma Phi is growing at a rate faster than any time
in her history except for mergers.
Enjoy the stories of the chartering of Missouri, Radford,

Longwood and Marshall. Then read on to learn more about

Alpha Sigma Phi's remarkable expansion program. And to
learn how you can help keep the Phoenix soaring to new

heights.

Welcome back, Alpha Theta

October brought the beginning of a flurry of growth for

Alpha Sigma Phi, that saw two new chapters enter the
Mystic Circle and two chapters regain their charters.
October 4th was the starting point as Alpha Theta Chapter,
University of Missouri-Columbia, regained its license to

operate.
It was exciting as the 26 second founders of Alpha Theta

saw their work come into fruition in a remarkably short

period of time. Just 10 months earlier, a small band of men
were formed as a colony, led by transfer students Tom
Leuther and Pete Ziemke, both Missouri Valley '78. In
those 10 months, the group doubled in size, brought the
concept of non-alcoholic rush to campus and, with the aid
of Chapter alumni, moved into a house adjacent to campus.
More than 90 persons attended the rechartering

ceremonies. Ten chapters were represented, chapter
alumni, parents and representatives of the National

Fraternity were also present. Gifts and telegrams from 48

chapters and alumni were offered during the proceedings,
including the presentation of the Baby Blanket and Alpha
Badge from Alpha Sigma Phi's last chartered chapter,
Gamma Omicron, Tulane University.
Roger Kreutz, Tulane '72, of St. Louis, carried on the

tradition by passing these gifts from his home chapter. The
Baby Blanket was first presented by Delta Epsilon, Rio
Grande, to Beta Zeta, North Carolina State, at its
rechartering ceremonies in 1978. Delta Epsilon was founded
In 1972 and had been the youngest chapter until the
Fraternity's expansion program was developed.
The Alpha Badge is the mounted replica of the brother's

badge originally struck for Alpha Chapter at '/ale. It came
into the possession of Grand Secretary Evin Varner,
Presbyterian '58, in 1975, and is his gift to each new

chapter of the Fraternity

On the inside
Tom Watson may be America's most outstanding professional golfer. He
is also an Alpha Sig. And he's setting records. Read about him on Page 8.

Alpha Sigma Phi gains a new Executive Director. As one leader moves

on, an experienced man moves into the post. And would you believe it,
he's from Alpha Nu as well! Page 6.

Expansion. The "Old Gal" is making strides. To help you understand the

program, the first five pages of this issue are devoted to the subject. Read
them carefully Discover how you can get involved. Note particularly the

standards now required of colonies and chapters Page 5.

National Educational Conference is on tap Ihis August. You can take

part. And you should! To learn about this special experience, turn to Page
7.

The undergraduates have been busy There's an update on chapter
activities from across the country beginning on Page 9.

Attending from the National

Fraternity were Grand Senior
President Richard Gibbs, Oklahoma
'51, Grand Junior President Richard
Sanders, Missouri Valley '62,
Executive Director Kevin Garvey,
Westminster '75, and Chapter
Consultant Brian Jump, Indiana '77.
In his keynote address, Sanders, of

Cleveland, Ohio, reminded the second
founders that "it is the timeless ideals
and meanings that has kept Alpha
Sigma alive tor five generations. It is
your responsibility to share these

ideals; to pass them on."
Grand Senior President Richard

Gibbs, Tulsa, OK, conferred the

chapter's second charter to the men

of Alpha Theta and said the reasons

for the continuance of Alpha Sigma
Phi "are the principles and ideals on

which our Fraternity is founded. They
are expressed in our rituals, which
express time-honored ideals,
representing the best in the nature of

man. No man can do more than to

lead his life according to our ritual

teachings. Because these values are

timeless, our rituals will not change.
They are the solid rock on which our

Fraternity is founded. They are the

motivating force and strength of our
brotherhood."
Gibbs went on to congratulate the

men for their hard work and urged
them to dedicate themselves to the

perpetuation of Alpha Sigma Phi.

Special alumni in attendance
included James I. Reid, Missouri '36,
of St. Louis, his son James S. Reid,
Tulane '68, St. Charles, and Robert
Kutz, California '68, who traveled
from his home in Pasedena to witness
this memorable event.

The "Old Gal" comes to Virginia
Lou Soscia, master of ceremonies,
looked at the crowd of almost 80
people and sheepishly said, "We're
almost there,"
The crowd laughed and in the short

hour which followed the dreams and
hard work of 27 men at Radford

University in Radford, Virginia, were
finally realized as they became Delta
Theta of Alpha Sigma Phi on
November 8, 1980.
Joining the gathering of brothers,

parents and special guests, were
Grand Junior President Richard
Sanders, Missouri Valley '62,
Cleveland, Ohio, Executive Director
Kevin Garvey, Westminster '75,
Expansion Consultant Rob Sheehan,
Westminster '76, and Chapter
Consultant Jeff Schwind, Toledo '75.
Jeff Whorley, HSP and one of the

original organizers of Delta Theta,
roasted all the newly inititated
brothers and introduced special
guests in attendance. Seven chapters
were represented, including five
brothers from Hartwick College�Bob
Howland, Mike DeMuth, Mike
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Rifanburg, John Monk and Brian Rhatigan,
all Hartwick '78�who drove all night to be a

part of this event. Over 20 other chapters,
colonies. Grand Council members, and
alumni councils sent congratulations and
gifts to the new chapter. Fifteen brothers
from Gamma Phi Chapter, Concord College,
who had inducted the men into the Mystic
Circle the night before were there. As well as
faculty advisor Robert Gill, a member of Delta
Upsilon fraternity, and his wife Salle.
Tom Oliva, Missouri '80, represented

Alpha Theta Chapter in presenting the new

chapter with the Baby Blanket and Alpha
Badge.
The evening's climax came when Grand

Junior President Richard Sanders conferred
upon the chapter their charter. In his remarks
Sanders said that for the new brothers

present it was a beginning. For the older
members present it was a ceremony of
reaffirmation to the ideals and perpetuation
of Alpha Sigma Phi.

A resounding cheer rose from the crowd as

Hugh Hornsby accepted the charter.

Hornsby also had received roster number
one and emotionally said, "I have this card
here which says that I'm number one. But I
look out there and see 27 guys, and every
one is number one."

Upon acceptance of the charter. Delta
Theta became the first chapter of Alpha
Sigma Phi, ever, in the state of Virginia. A
dance followed the banquet and all the
guests were shown a little Southern
Hospitality�Radford style.

Marshall has a second founding
This past Founder's Day held special
significance for Beta Delta Chapter at
Marshall University, Huntington, West
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Longwood�Counterclockwise from top: The new brothers of Delta lota gather to sing Fraternity songs for their guests.
Seated at far right is Grand Treasurer Stan Miller, the keynote speaker. Photo #2�Grand Marshal Peter Tourtellot
presents the Delta lota charter to Chuck Cole, Longwood president. Photo #3�Jeff Whorley, president of Radford's
Delta Theta Chapter, came to pass on the Alpha Badge to Longwood's Chuck Cole, left. Photo #4�Three men from
Gamma Chi, Indiana University, drove for 19 hours to take part in the Longwood chartering. They are, left to right. Bob
Daniels, Tim Graham and Jeff Mitchell,

Virginia. December 6, 1980 marked the
second founding of that chapter, its 51st

birthday and the 135th anniversary of the

founding of Alpha Sigma Phi.

Going back is always exciting, and 23 new

brothers brought the Fraternity back in

enthusiastic and intense fashion.
Beta Delta was founded as Mu of Alpha

Kappa Pi in 1929 and became a part of Alpha
Sigma Phi as a result of the merger in 1946.
The chapter fell on hard times and was

closed in 1974 with the expressed desire of
the chapter alumni and the National

fraternity to return as soon as possible.
And that was achieved. Chartering was the

result of 14 months of cooperative work by
the second founders, the National Fraternity,
area alumni, and university administration.
Pinnacle week was a marked example of

the positive impact Alpha Sigma Phi has had
on the Marshall campus. The members
participated in two separate charitable
events, one of which gave them exposure on

local television.
An initiation team from near-by Delta

Epsilon Chapter at Rio Grande College,
formally inducted the men Into the Mystic
Circle the night preceding the rechartering
ceremonies.
Grand Senior President Richard Gibbs,

Oklahoma '51, Tulsa, OK., conferred upon
the group the original charter and a

certificate of rechartering, in recognition of
the accomplishments of the second founders.

"It is fitting that your rechartering would be
In this 135th anniversary of the founding of

Alpha Sigma Phi," Gibbs said. "Just like the

Fraternity's second founding 73 years ago,
you have achieved the formation of a group
here on the Marshall University campus and
pledged yourselves to perpetuate the time-
honored principles which we summarize on

the cover of our member's manual: To Better
the Man."'
The newly rechartered chapter recognized

two alumni, Geoff Hall, Presbyterian '71,
and Don Blevins, Marshall '70, for their
support during the colonization period. Hall
was presented with a Distinguished Alumnus
Award,
Almost 50 people were in attendance at the

ceremonies and 11 chapters were

represented. Beta Delta also received over 40

gifts and letters of congratulations from

chapters, alumni councils. Grand Council
members and alumni from around the

country. Representatives from Delta lota,
Longwood College, were present to pass on

the Baby Blanket and Alpha Badge.
Joining Gibbs from the National Fraternity

were Executive Director Kevin Garvey,
Westminster '75, Chapter Consultant Brian

Jump, Indiana '77, and Grand Province

Chief, Larry Spees, Ohio Welseyan, '57.

"Gentleman's Fraternity" comes to

Longwood
On campus they are known as the



Missouri�Alpha Theta is back and the men wtio made it happen gather around their charter (top). Special guests
included Grand Senior President Richard Gibbs, Grand Junior President Richard Sanders and members of the
Fraternity staff Other guests included (bottom row) Robert Kutz, California '67, who flew in from the West Coast to
take part; Center photo�James I. Reid, Missouri '36, left and James S Reid, Tulane '68. right, who welcomed the group
on behalf of area alumni; and, right photo. Dirk Vause, president of Indiana University's Gamma Chi chapter who
traveled at his own expense to welcome Alpha Theta.

"Gentleman's Fraternity." They work hard;
they play hard; they set high goals. And on

November 15, these 21 men achieved their �

highest goal, as Delta lota Chapter was
chartered at Longwood College in Farmville,
Virginia.
More than 80 people were witness to the

event, including Grand Treasurer Stan Miller,
Purdue '64, Grand Marshall Peter
Tourtellot, American '57, Executive Director
Kevin Garvey, Westminster '75, and
Chapter Consultant Jeff Schwind, Toledo
'75.

Eight chapters were represented and a

score of others sent their congratulations.
Three men from Gamma Chi Chapter at
Indiana University�Brothers Bob Daniels
and Jeff Mitchell, both '79, and pledge Jim
Graham� drove 19 hours to be a part of the
evening's ceremonies. Twelve brothers from
Beta Zeta Chapter at North Carolina State
University inducted the men into the Mystic
Circle the night before. And their Pinnacle
Week activities were highlighted by spending
a special evening exchanging mementos
with Brother Vincent Price, Yale '30, who
appeared on campus with his one man

dramatic presentation on Oscar Wilde.
It was a grand event for this group of men

who in a short period of time have made a

major impact on the Greek system at

Longwood College. Alpha Sigma Phi became
the fourth fraternity to be chartered since
this 148 year-old college first opened its
doors to men five years ago. Longwood
College has a long history of participating in

the Greek system, being the home of four
Alpha chapters of national sororities.
The chartering banquet culminated 15

months of work, led by paternal brothers
Chuck and Tom Cole, Mark Winecoff, and a

core of five other men. Excitement for the
new brothers mounted as Jeff Schwind read
the congratulatory letters and telegrams, and
presented the gifts, from several chapters,
colonies. Grand Council members and alumni
from around the country.
Jeff Whorley and Howard Fisher, both

Radford '80, were present to pass along the

Baby Blanket and Alpha Badge to Alpha
Sigma Phi's newest Chapter. Radford held
the honor of being the youngest chapter of
Alpha Sigma Phi for only one week.

Addressing the gathering. Grand Treasurer
Stan Miller, Lafayette, IN, said, "To me, more

important than actually attaining the charter,
is the courage to start the quest. To start on
a journey towards a far, far away destination
is more courageous than finally reaching that
destination. No one told these 21 individuals
that they had to do this. No one coerced
them.
"These courageous young men simply

looked at their lot in life a couple of years
ago at Longwood College; they looked at
their status quo and said 'This isn't good
enough. There must be more. There must be
a better way'

"

Miller went on to say that the fraternity

chapter affords its members a microcosm of
life and teaches its members how to get
along with people. "You cannot survive� let
alone excel�without people knowledge," he
said. "Your chapter will give you the
opportunity to learn and observe democracy,
financial management, personal
management, marketing, communications,
understanding, compassion and love.
The highlight of the banquet came when

Grand Marshal Peter Tourtellot, Greensboro,
N.C, conferred the charter upon the
members of Delta lota. The audience rose to
its feet in one long ovation as Chuck Cole
accepted the charter on behalf of the new

chapter. In turn, the new brothers gave the
audience a gift of their support and care, by
singing several Fraternity songs.
In attendance representing the college

were Leo Salters, vice president of Student
Affairs, Mary Henitz, advisor to the

Interfraternity Council, and chapter advisor
Dave Sushanic.
Alumni of note who were present included

William Clapper, Missouri '57, and his wife,
of Salem, Virginia, who have been closely
following the growth of Alpha Sigma Phi in

Virginia and Harry Heuple, Marietta '60.
� But perhaps the most special of all guests
were the parents of almost every founding
member of Delta lota! D

Exciting success story

Alpha Sigma Phi's expansion program is an

exciting success story. In less than four

years, the Fraternity finds itself on fourteen
campuses that otherwise would not know the
influence of the "Old Gal," thanks to that
program.
It began as a volunteer effort in 1973.

Alumni work resulted in two colonies.

Although the Fraternity had not made a

concentrated effort to add new chapters in
years, an opportunity was at hand.
In 1977 the Grand Council created and

funded a formal program and added a

traveling field man to co-ordinate the
expansion effort. The work began. Thousands
of miles of travel followed. Letters, phone
calls, contacts with students and deans. It is
an expensive, time-consuming process and
Alpha Sigma Phi was learning a new and
vital skill.
Most of Alpha Sigma Phi's chapters had

started as local fraternities. Now expansion
was a process of starting from scratch.
Putting a man on a campus. Putting up a

booth in the student center. Going door to
door in dorms. Ads in campus newspapers.
Posters up on bulletin boards. Leaflets and
letters to students. Finding one then two
men. Then a few more. Leaving a handful of
interested men to find others. Returning in a

few weeks to see if the core group had stuck
together. Training them as pledges.
Recruiting more. Training them how to rush.
A slow, expensive, yet exciting and vital

work.
North Carolina State University was the

first result in early 1978. Then University of
North Carolina at Charlotte. Then the return
to Tulane. (Emphasis of the expansion

3



Marshall-Welcome back. Beta Delta. The men of the revived group gather with Robert Sandercox, Grand Councillor,
Richard Gibbs, Grand Senior President and Executive Director Kevin Garvey to show off both their original charter and
their re-chartering certificate. Bottom left�Members of the Rio Grande initiation team, left to right, Tim Saunders,
Richard Hensley, Marshall president, Kurt Lillemon, Mark Williams along with Dr Larry Spees, Ohio Wesleyan '57,
Grand Province Chief, Province VI. Mark Williams is Province VI president. Right photo�Mark Winecoff, far left, came
from the Longwood chapter to deliver the Alpha Badge. Geoff Hall, Presbyterian '71 (dark suit) accepts alumni award
from the chapter for his support in their reactivation. A brother in the background displays a plaque given to Beta
Delta by Zeta chapter. Ohio State

program is in the Sunbelt where universities
are growing and many are adding Greek

systems for the first time.)
The program has resulted in eight

chartered chapters, two rebuilt chapters and

four certified colonies. And there are more on

the way.
There are a lot of avenues to growth for the

Fraternity and opportunities to share our

brotherhood. But for the program to continue
to succeed, it requires the support,
personally and financially, of all brothers.

Expansion: The colonies

Alpha Sigma Phi's expansion program has

currently produced four operating colonies
with two "possibles" waiting in the wings.

A colony is a group that has received
official recognition and support of the
Fraternity. It is working to achieve the
minimum standards set for all chapters of

Alpha Sigma Phi before it is granted that

coveted cnarter. (See article in this issue on

minimum standards.)
Gamma Theta Colony, University of

Miami, FL has made considerable strides
and should begin the '81-82 academic year
by receiving its charter. The group was

initially established by Charlie Garrido,
Purdue '78, a Miami resident, supported by
efforts of Purdue's Alpha Pi chapter. Work
has continued by the Fraternity's
professional staff and by visits of volunteers
such as Grand Senior President Richard
Gibbs.
Phi Alpha Colony, Francis Marion

College, Florence, S.C. comes after several

years of contacts. Intense work there,
including hundreds of phone calls and

personal contacts has resulted in an

enthusiastic and growing group. Advisors to

the colony are Jimmy Sain, Presbyterian
'72, and Karl Kropp, Wake Forest '76.
Phi Beta Colony, Otterbein College,

WesterviUe, Ohio is working toward being the
first national fraternity on its campus. After

years of visits and calls. Alpha Sigma Phi
was invited to colonize there The group
there Is approaching 20 men. Area alumni
have been attending pledge ceremonies and

assisting wherever possible.
Alpha Rho Colony, New Jersey Institute

of Technology is the result of a group of
men who wanted to establish a fraternity with

strong ideals and without a hazing tradition

Having contacted the Alpha Sig chapter at
Rutgers, the group was put in touch with the

Fraternity's headquarters. Visits from past
Grand Senior President Richard Dexter and
by the professional staff followed. The
Institute's administration was receptive of
Alpha Sigma Phi coming onto the campus.
Over 20 men are working toward chapter
status there. The campus, formerly the
Newark College of Engineering, was home of
Alpha Rho chapter, previously the Alpha
chapter of Alpha Kappa Pi Alpha Rho was

closed in 1954.
Not yet officially recognized is a group

being formed at Elon College, Elon, N.C This
effort is being spearheaded by Beta Zeta
Chapter, North Carolina State, itself a
product of the current expansion program of
the Fraternity. Early reports are very
encouraging.

Also underway is an effort to stimulate
interest in the reactivation of Nu Chapter,
University of California at Berkeley.
Professional staff is working there this spring
in co-operation with alumni. Part of the cost

of the effort is being underwritten by the Bay
Area Alumni Council.

Expansion: The rebuilding program

From time to time, a few chapters of Alpha
Sigma Phi don't act like chapters of Alpha
Sigma Phi. Generally these chapters don't
have the guidance of alumni. So they get
special help from the fraternity's professional ,

staff.
But despite that attention, there are cases

where membership slips and the chapter
cannot maintain Alpha Sigma Phi's minimum
standards of operation (see story elsewhere
in this issue.) There is poor scholarship.
Alcohol abuse. Hazing. Or a terminal case of

apathy.
Increasingly the Grand Council of the

Fraternity elects to close those chapters and,
with the blessing of university officials, send
an expansion consultant there to rebuild the

chapter with a group of young men properly
schooled in the goals and ideals of Alpha
Sigma Phi.
Such has been the case in the past year

with Alpha Chi chapter, Coe College, Cedar
Rapids; Alpha Mu chapter, Baldwin-Wallace

College, Berea, Ohio and Omicron chapter.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
Groups have already been formed at Coe

and Baldwin-Wallace and they are well on
their way to regaining official recognition of
the Fraternity. Efforts at Omicron will begin in

the fall of this year
As soon as new groups are functioning,

they are transferred from the stewardship of
the expansion consultant to the supervision
of traveling chapter consultants. In all such
cases, the involvement and support of
chapter alumni can be critical to the success

of the effort.

Expansion: Alumni�a chance to serve

Obviously any brother can help Alpha Sigma
Phi expand by writing a c'heck. Expansion
requires the investment of a lot of dollars
But alumni can help equally by giving a

tew hours of their time. When the Fraternity
calls on a prospective campus the first

question is: "Will you have alumni support?"
Brothers can join an Alumni Advisory

Committee that guides new groups The

Committee meets monthly and makes sure a

brother is at each meeting of the student

group.
Alumni can help with the "prospecting" by

vtsiting deans and gathering information
about possible expansion sites. Alumni

groups, especially those of inactive chapters,
can help underwrite and guide an effort fo

restart their chapter.
New groups need guidance, advice and

encouragement From how to set up simple
bookkeeping systems to how to plan a social



Radford�It's Delta Theta chapter and the men of Radford gather round ttieir charter and their new flag to show It.
Bottom, left�Meeting at the 1980 Convention, the delegates Irom Hartwick promised the delegates from Radford that
they'd come to the chartering. And sure enough they did! Left to right, Bob Howland, Mike DeMuth, Mike Rifanburg,
John Munk and Brian Rhatigan. Bottom right�Tom Oliva, right, president of the new Missouri chapter, came to deliver
the traditional baby blanket to the youngest chapter. Jeff Whorley, left, accepts for Radford.

function. Alpha Sigma Phi's staff is small and
travel budgets are tight. Alumni can make the
difference. If you'd like to share the spirit of
brotherhood with young men who are hungry
for the standards and ideals that Alpha
Sigma Phi represents, drop a note to

Fraternity Headquarters, 24 W. William Street,
Delaware, Ohio 43015.

Expansion: The opportunity for chapters
There are 500 miles between Alpha Alpha
chapter. University of Oklahoma and the new

Alpha Theta, University of Missouri. But
several times Alpfia Alpha men have made
the drive, including a trip to initiate the men

into the mystic circle.

Such long-distance involvement is a bit
unusual to be sure. Generally new groups
are placed on campuses close to existing
chapters ot Alpha Sigma Phi for efficiency in

servicing them by professional staff and so

the new group has undergraduate help in

rush, pledge education and for initial
ceremonies. Undergraduates have invested a

lot of hours and a lot of miles in the program.
There are additional avenues for chapters.

The Expansion Incentive Program provides a

financial reward if, with permission, a chapter
starts a new group and guides it to

chartering. And there is special recognition
via the Sister Chapter program where the

chapter works with professional staff in
developing a new group. (For information on

both programs, contact Headquarters.)
The Fraternity wants to know any time a

brother transfers to another campus or

enters graduate school where there may be

expansion opportunities. (Alpha Theta is the
result of such a transfer.) There are a few

opportunities for assistantships: scholarship
funds for an undergraduate transfer or a

graduate student on select campuses where
a chapter needs rebuilding or a new chapter
can be started. Alumni, individually and as

groups, have made those grants possible.
And chapters, even hundreds of miles

away, can share with new groups by letters,
phone calls, sending a pennant from their

university, and including new groups on

newsletter mailing lists.

Expansion: High standards
for colonies (and chapters, tool)
It isn't easy getting a charter as a chapter of
Alpha Sigma Phi. Especially for a group
starting out from ground zero as most must.
(There are few local fraternities today and
those that do exist often have traditions of
hazing and other activities that are

unacceptable to Alpha Sigma Phi.)
To qualify for its charter, a colony must

achieve the minimum standards for Alpha
Sigma Phi These standards were set by
undergraduates at Convention and apply to
all chapters. (A chapter not meeting these
standards gets special attention and

assistance by staff and volunteers. If it still

does not meet the standards, a chapter faces
possible suspension.)
So to gain recognition as part of the "Old

Gal," a colony must:

� Have membership of 25 or more. (A
chapter must pledge 10 men annually as

well.)
� Hold two service projects a year.
� Have a written budget on a regular basis

and send a copy to Headquarters. Have an

audit statement at the close of each budget
period and send a copy to Headquarters.
Have no accounts payable older than 60
days. No individual in arrears more than 60
days without a promissory note.
Have accounts receivable less than 6% at

close of budget period. Having a sinking fund
of $1 per man per year. Use a signed
contract where room and/or board is

provided.
� Alumni�Two newsletters per year. Plan

and execute at least one alumni event a year.
� Have current constitution and bylaws on

file at Headquarters.
� Have delegates at Province Conclave.

Have at least one delegate to National
Convention and Educational Conference.

� Scholarship� A written program for

academic improvement. At least one
scholarship award event per year.

� Social�At least one event per year for

the brotherhood only, i.e., closed to all

outsiders.
� Submit regular reports to The

Tomahawk.
� Submit a written outline of the pledge

education program to Headquarters and

carry out an approved program without any

type of hazing.
� Participate in and support the campus

interfraternity council or similar organization.
� Respond to all questionnaires from

Headquarters; complete all reports requested
and submit on time (pledge and initiation

reports with fees; membership reports in
October and May; officer election reports;
Convention and Educational Conference
delegate credentials.)

� Contact dean or university offical
charged with fraternities at least twice a

year�one at a chapter meeting, one at that
person's office.

� Officer files�write-ups of goals,
activities, accomplishments and observations
by each retiring officer and committee
chairman added to a permanent chapter
collection. Have a full complement of officers
and committees.

� In addition, a chapter must show full and
proper use of the rituals for all pledgings,
initiations and officer installations. A formal
opening and closing of the cha'pter must take
place at least once each term.

These are minimum standards of course.
A chartered, operating chapter is expected

to exceed them. But for a new group, meeting
those standards, plus raising the necessary
funds for its own operations and its
chartering (it costs over $600 for ritual
equipment alone) is a big order.
So when a colony achieves those

standards and is approved for a charter, it's
a major accomplishment indeed. And cause

for major celebration by the group and
throughout Alpha Sigma Phi. D
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The badge-The Grand Council has gone on record

reminding brothers that the proper way to wear the

Alpha Sigma Phi badge is over the heart on sweater,
shirt or vest. It should never be worn on a lapel of a suit

coat or jacket A badge may not be ornamented other

than with a protective guard. The guard may be in the

form of chapter Greek letters or a symbol of office. A
symbol of ollice may be attached to the guard chain
Alpha Sigma Phi's unique badge (the only rectangular
with right-angle corners) is traditionally returned to the
Fraternity at death

Sheehan takes helm as Fraternity's new Executive Director
Alpha Nu, Westminster, has once again given
Alpha Sigma Phi an Executive Director.
Robert M. Sheehan Jr., Westminster '76,

has been named to the post effective May 16,
1981, according to Grand Senior President
Richard Gibbs, Oklahoma '51, Tulsa, OK.
He succeeds Kevin J. Garvey,

Westminster '75, who has resigned to enter
a private sector career. Garvey has headed
the professional staff of Alpha Sigma Phi for
three years. Prior to Garvey, Gary Anderson,
Westminster '71, served on the Fraternity's
staff for four years, two of them as Executive
Director. Anderson is now with Arizona Bell,
Tempe, AZ.
Executive Secretary Emeritus Ralph

Burns, Ohio Wesleyan '32, remains active
as the secretary to the Memorial Fund of

Alpha Sigma Phi and as a consultant to the ;

Fraternity. Burns led the Fraternity for a
remarkable 40 years.
"Rob" Sheehan, son of a Presbyterian

minister, is a Magna Cum Laude graduate of
Westminster with a double major in polifical
science and education. He was a nationally
ranked swimmer, a member of Omicron Delta
Kappa and Mortar Board. He served Alpha
Nu as HSP, HJP and pledge educator.
For the past two years Sheehan has been

the Fraternity's Expansion Consultant,
responsible for starting new chapters and

reactivating dormant groups. He has been

markedly successful in his efforts and in the

Kevin Garvey, left, shows the ropes to Rob Sheehan, Alph;
assumed his official duties after returning from California
reactivate Nu chapter.

process has gained awareness among the
nation's deans and within the inter-fraternity
world.

Garvey, a native of Victor, N.Y., worked for
Alpha Sigma Phi as a traveling Chapter
Consultant prior to his promotion to the
Executive Director post. He has headed the
staff during a major growth period for Alpha
Sigma Phi, not only in hew chapters but
increased membership in existing chapters.
Garvey has been active as a youth leader in

One check can make one big difference

Every year each brother of Alpha Sigma Phi
is asked to contribute to the Loyalty Fund
campaign. This campaign produces the

operating funds necessary to run the

Fraternity on a day-to-day basis. Because if

Alpha Sigma Phi charged in fees what it
costs to operate the organization, most young
men could not afford to experience "the

Fraternity to better the man."

Even small contributions make a

difference.
A $10 check can print one pledge manual.

It can provide a computer printout of a
chapter's alumni listings. It can make

possible a phone call to encourage a

chapter.
Make it $50 and your help can heat the

headquarters building for an entire month.
$100 can underwrite the cost of a

professionally-conducted rush seminar for a
chapter. $200 can make possible a three-day
visit by a traveling chapter consultant.
For $500, you can take care of the

Fraternity's postage bill for one month. For
$1000 you could provide the ritual equipment
needed by a new chapter Or for $10,000 you
could make it possible for young men from
across the country to be exposed to high
ideals of a national Educational Conference.
No matter the size of your check, it's

important in keeping Alpha Sigma Phi
running. And in sharing the purposes and
brotherhood that are important to us all.
Send your Loyalty Fund contribution today

to Alpha Sigma Phi, 24 W. William Street,
Delaware, Ohio 43015. Ail contributors are

recognized in the Honor Roll published In the
Summer issue of The Tomahawk D

a Sigma Phi's new Executive Director Sheehan has now

where he recruited a group of men who are working lo

Delaware, Ohio where Alpha Sigma Phi is
headquartered.
Sheehan, who has been planning a career

in non-profit organization management, is
aiming at studying part-time in gaining an

advanced management degree. D

Salute to Sigs!
The Tomahawk has joined with Chapters in

saluting alumni who have given chapters
support or of whom the chapters are

particularly proud. Here are some current
salutes received from chapters:
Slippery Rock State College-Delta Delta

chapter salutes Gary Berton, Slippery Rock
'71, Irwin, PA and George Mihalik, Slippery
Rock '72, Slippery Rock, PA for assisting the

chapter in obtaining a house, developing an

active alumni association and in assisting
the chapter with their guidance and devotion
Loyola� The Brothers of Delta Alpha

salute Thomas George Cooney, Loyola '69,
Chicago Brother Cooney is assistant athletic
director of Loyola University. Cooney was a

chief organizer of this year's alumni reunion,
supplied refreshments for two parties at the

chapter, has attended pledge meetings, and
has made available basketball tickets for

special chapter events.
Marshall�Members of the reactivated

Beta Delta chapter write to salute Emmett
Goodman II, Marshall '53, Milton, WV for his

community service work and the loyal
support he has shown the chapter They also

salute James H. Chapman, Marshall '55,
Huntington, WV for his efforts in support of
the reactivation of Beta Delta. Brother

Chapman is a contractor/city planner.
Brother Goodman is a self-employed
accountant. ?
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"THE ALPHA SIGnal" is Ihe title of a spepial newsletter
going to chapters of Alpha Sigma Phi. Edited by Dr. Otto
L. Sonder Jr., American '47, Oneonta, N.Y., the
publication offers "news on attitudes and ideas to lift

scholarship
"

Brother Sonder is volunteer Director of

Scholarship for Ihe Fraternity.

August 16-19 Educational Conference features famed speakers
Beta Rho to host

leadership meeting
Two nationally recognized speakers will

highlight the 1981 National Educational
Conference of Alpha Sigma Phi at the

University of Toledo, August 16-19,
Eileen Stevens, Sayville, N.Y. has gained a

special reputation as a dynamic speaker at
fraternity gatherings. Mrs. Stevens founded
the "Committee Halting Useless College
Killings" after her son died in a hazing
incident by a local fraternity at Alfred

University.
Mrs. Stevens, while anti-hazing is not anti-

fraternity. And she has been working with
fraternities to provide positive programs to

take the place of dangerous abuse to new

members.

Dr. Gerardo M. Gonzalez is president of
Bacchus of the U.S., Inc. The program has
been featured in a special segment of the
NBC Nightly News and promoted by the
National Football League during the past two
seasons. He has visited over 50 university
campuses nationwide to assist in the

development of alcohol abuse prevention
programs. He is director of the Campus
Alcohol Information Center at the University
of Florida.

Volunteer director of the 1981 Educational
Conference is Larry Philippi, Bowling Green
'76. He is Assistant to the Dean and Advisor
to the Greek System at Lehigh University.
Philippi served Alpha Sigma Phi as a

traveling chapter consultant and then

returned to Bowling Green to do graduate
work in student personnel.
Host of the event will be Beta Rho Chapter,

University of Toledo. Meals, housing and
sessions will be held in the University
Student Union.

Minimum standards of the Fraternity
require that every chapter be represented.
Chapters are urged by the Grand Council to

send next year's HSP and an outstanding
present sophomore brother as delegate and
alternate.

In addition to the guest speakers, the
program will include seminars on leadership
development, scholarship, communications
and membership recruitment. The costs for
the Conference are underwritten by alumni

gifts to the Memorial Fund of Alpha Sigma
Phi. Fees for those attending are minimal and
travel costs for official delegates are partially
underwritten.

Alpha Sigma Phi alumni are urged to
attend as well as undergraduates. For
reservation information, write to Alpha Sigma
Phi Headquarters, 24 West William Street,
Delaware, Ohio 43015. D

University Hall (top) is a landmark on the University of Toledo campus where Alpha Sigma Phi will gather August 16-19
for its National Educational Conference. Beta Rho chapter will be host for the event. Mrs. Eileen Stevens, bottom left,
will be a speaker. She has gained national attention for her efforts to end hazing. Larry Philippi, Bowling Green '76,
(center) is Conference Director. Dr. Gerardo M. Gonzalez, right, president of Bacchus, will present ideas on the

responsible use of alcohol.

Six named to exclusive Delta Beta Xi ranks
Delta Beta Xi was the name Alpha Sigma Phi

took during a period of its early years in

order to perpetuate the ideals of the "Old
Gal "

at Yale.
In 1938, the name was given to a unique

award for those who have given outstanding
service to the Fraternity. Each year up to 10
names can be added to the rolls of Delta
Beta Xi although fewer are usually named.
Named to Delta Beta Xi on December 6,

1980 by the Grand Council were the

following brothers:

Gary A. Anderson, Westminster '71,
Chandler, AZ., former Executive Director of
the Fraternity whose dedicated service and

enthusiasm set the tone for the Fraternity's
revitalization. He is with Arizona Bell, Tempe,
AZ.
Randall E. Cesco, Ohio State '69,

Loveland, Ohio, who has sponsored summer

rush parties for Zeta, helped spark new

alumni interest for the chapter, and provided
guidance for the rebuilding of Zeta. Cesco is

with Xerox Corporation, Cincinnati.
Kent G. Porter, Missouri Valley '74,

Kearney, MO was recognized for his support
in helping the group at University of Missouri

grow from colony to a chartered chapter. He
had assisted in rush, made contributions and

generally encouraged the group. He was

nominated by the young Alpha Theta chapter.
He is with Porter Lumber Company in

Kearney.
William H. Rowan, Eastern Michigan '74,

Belleville, Ml, has been a leader in alumni
affairs in his area. His involvement in the
Fraternity has continued unbroken from

undergraduate leadership to guiding and

aiding Gamma Psi chapter. He is general
manager of Bill Rowan Oldsmobile,
Southgate, Michigan.
Charles M. Slinghoff Jr., Lehigh '59, West

Chester, PA has served for eight years as

treasurer of the Beta Epsilon alumni board.
He has provided an outstanding record of
money management but has also made sure

the funds have been wisely used to benefit
the chapter. He is corporate treasurer,
Philadelphia Gear Corporation, King Of
Prussia, PA.
Mark Twentyman, Cornell '70, Valatie, NY,

has been involved in lota's alumni group
since his graduation. He helped the chapter
revamp its insurance coverage at
considerable savings. And personally
planned and directed an $80,000 remodeling
of the chapter's historic home from fund
raising to actual hammer swinging.
Twentyman is self-employed as a business
consultant, a
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Carl O. J. Wheeler, Harvard, '15, Glen Ridge, NJ reports
that the night he was initiated into Beta chapter, his
father was initiated into Gamma chapter
Representatives came to Cambridge from Amherst to
take part The senior Wheeler had been active in the

Shakespearen Club which Gamma had taken over

Brother Wheeler wonders if there has ever been another
case of a father and son initialed into the Fraternity at
the same time. Well, historians?

'% i ^^V(^jih

Alpha Sig Tom Watson has recently added the Masters to his winning streak. The lamed golfer met with Executive
Director Kevin Garvey, right during a recent Ohio tournament

Watson: The desire to become the best
Tau Chapter alumni point with pride at a
window once broken by an undergraduate
shooting pool. "He hit the cue ball so hard it

jumped the rail and smashed the window."
one alumnus laughed.
Little did they realize amidst the broken

glass that the errant shot was the mark of a
competitor. The mark of someone who

always wanted to do his t>est, to become the
best. After ten years on the pro tour, Tom
Watson, Stanford '68, is recognized in the
same class as Palmer. Snead, and despite
his own disclaimers, with Jack Nicklaus.
For three straight years Tom Watson has

held the distinction of being golf's leading
money winner, having the most tour victories,
maintaining the best stroke average and

being named Player of the Year. Not even
Nicklaus has done that. And Watson is doing
It again this year.
In 1979 he won over $460,000 and had

already crossed the $400,000 mark by mid-
1980. While his brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi
were convening at the Brown County Inn,
Watson was busy earning the $100,000 first
prize of the World Series of Golf tournament

played in Akron.

During major tournaments Watson's effort-
creased face can be seen in every major
sports publication and newspaper in

America. Even more often his charming grin
is seen hawking the wares of Armstrong
tires. Ram sporting goods, Dunlop golf clubs
and E. F. Hutton investments, to mention a

few. These endorsements easily equal
Watson's earnings on the tour
While there is big money in golf, a major

interview in last June's Sports Illustrated
revealed that there is much more to Watson
than just winning money. He has the
unabashed desire to become the best, and
he works hard to do just that
Watson started playing the game when he

was six years old and won his first
tournament at 14. He attended Stanford
without a scholarship and was only a

mediocre player But his love for the game

8

enticed him to play the tour after graduation.
With wife Linda by his side, Watson started
the long climb up.
The success that Watson has achieved

has caused his home town of Kansas City to

tout him as the fourth franchise: the Royals,
the Chiefs, the Kings and Watson.

Sportswriters often complain that Watson
is not very colorful. He doesn't have the wit
of Lee Trevino or the rage of Gary Player.
What they often fail to mention is Watson's

intelligence, or that he is, in fact, very much a

gentleman. But most of all he is intense
about the game of golf�and winning.
Watson is a great believer in the

mechanics and fundamentals of the game.
He constantly practices and confers with
other golfers on how to improve. Watson

contends that the game is won or lost by
yourself. He is often quoted as saying that

you can't blame the weather, the conditions
or the team, because it's just you.
Jack Nicklaus has won 17 major

tournaments and is considered by many to
be the sport's greatest player ever. Watson
has won only three majors and readily
comments that to be better than Nicklaus
he'll have to show more for it.
Even with the intensity of the pro tour,

Watson, very much the family man, takes his
wife and daghter Meg with him. In fact Linda
acts as his business manager, keeping track
of the book work and runs the business that
is Tom Watson.
Little ot Watson's personal life is played in

the press. He is a man who enjoys his
privacy. But occasionally his compassion
and loyalties surface through the media or in
real life
When Watson was playing in the Muirfield

Memorial tournament in Columbus, Ohio, Rob
Sheehan, Expansion Consultant, approached
him on the practice green with a letter of
appreciation and a monogram pin from Alpha
Sigma Phi. Surprised, Watson warmly shook
Sheehan's hand and with his famous smile
said, "Wow, a pin! Thanks, brother!" D

Other Alpha Sigs
set sports records
Alpha Sig Tom Watson might be making the
most sports headlines these days for the
Fraternity, but a lot of other sons of the "Old
Gal

"

have made their mark in athletics.

Just check a copy of Pro Greek, a book by
Jay Langhammer and Jon Williamson.

(Available at $10 postpaid to 11525
Featherbrook Drive, Dallas, Texas 75228.)

Professional football�Alpha Sigs who
have played pro football, according to the

book, include: James H. Duncan, Wake
Forest '47, Morehead City, NC; Stone
Hallquist, Middlebury '25, Sun City, AZ; Bill
Johnson, Widener ^71, Marcus Hook, PA;
Albert Kanya, Syracuse '28, Flushing, NY;
John LaBay, West Virginia Wesleyan '35,
Lake Worth, FL; Ken Moore, West Virginia
Wesleyan '37, Miami, FL; and Andy
Nemecek, Ohio State '17, Shaker Heights,
OH.

Also Jerry Plamutis, Michigan State '55,
Bridgman, Ml; Ed Koyston, Wake Forest '42,
Bergenfield, NJ; Nick Sacrinty, Wake Forest

'44, Eden, NC; George Strugar, Washington
'35, San Marino, CA; Wilbur Volz, Missouri
'47, Hanover, NH; Dick Wedel, Wake Forest

'46, Charlotte, NC; and Wilbur White,
Marietta '10, Hillsboro. OH.
Professional baseball�Curt Blefar,

Wagner '62, Bronx, NY (Orioles, Astros,
Yankees): Jim Mosolf, Washington '27,
Salem, OR (Pittsburgh, Chicago); and
Carlton Tremper, Pennsylvania '24, Bellport,
NY (Dodgers); Byron Bell Jr., Wisconsin '38,
Lake Geneva, Wl.

In tennis, there's Robert L. Mooney,
Charleston '68, St. Albans, WV. A Doug
Collins is listed for tennis as well, but we
aren't sure if that's Doug Collins, Penn
State '64, State College, PA or Ooug Collins,
Wayne State '40, of Farmington Hills, Ml.

Norman Wingert, Hartwick '69, Tarrytown.
NY, has played professional soccer (and
written a book about it.) Brad Corbett,
Wagner '58, Ft. Worth, TX, is the former

president of the Texas Rangers. Bob
Howsam, Colorado '38, Sun City, AZ, is the
former president of the Cincinnati Reds. Fitz

Dixon, Widener '73, Lafayette Hill, PA, Is the

owner of the Philadelphia 76'ers,

In addition, there are two Olympic medal
winners: Glen Dawson, Oklahoma '29,
Tulsa, OK (track- 1932) and George
Jefferson, UCLA '31, Ventura, CA (field-
1932) And Ben Oosterbaan, Michigan '25,
Ann Arbor, Ml, Is a member of the College
Football Hall of Fame.

Other Alpha Sig names appear in Pro

Greek but they are either deceased or the

Fraternity has no current address for them. If

you know outstanding Alpha Sigs m sports,

share the information with The

Tomahawk O



The Frisbee is Qreek-Zeta Psi al Stanford began
tossing tin plates in their backyard Soon their neighbor.
Delta Upsilon, says The Fraternity Insider, standardized
the plate The name came from the term Delta Upsilon
used for its back yard� the Fris Today, the Frisbee, born
of fraternities, is an international hit.

Chapter Reports

Come on visit with
Alpha Sig chapters
If the following mid-year chapter reports
indicate the direction Alpha Sigma Phi will
take during the 80s, then it's certain the
Phoenix will soar. Alpha Sigma Phi is

growing. And the bond between chapters
within Provinces is becoming stronger. That's
why the reports are grouped by Provinces
this time. If your chapter isn't represented, let
it know your disappointment. We all but

begged for news.

Province I

The only news in Province 1 comes from Psi
at Oregon State University. But, Psi has
plenty to report� house improvements, new
public relations and goals committees and 21
new pledges. That group painted a huge
Phoenix in the chapter house entryway.
Psi recently installed a top-notch fire alarm

system and reports it now operates the most
intense pledge education program in its

history. There are two pledge educators. That
makes teaching easier. And more thorough.
Underfoot are the annual street dance and

a marathon run for charity.
James Hammond, Washington '66, and

Tim O'Hara, Mu, serve as Province Chief and
Province President respectively. Neither Mu,
University of Washington, nor Tau, Stanford
University, other Province I chapters,
reported any mid-year news.
Province II
There's a new addition to Province II That's

Alpha Theta�chartered October 4th, and
now reestablished at the University of
Missouri. Alpha Alpha, University of
Oklahoma, helped in the ceremonies.)
Already, Alpha Theta has a new house on

Virginia Avenue. A school-wide raffle raised

money for living room furniture.
The chapter's first Black Lantern

procession in 20 years spotlighted
December� and caught the attention of the
entire. campus.

Zeta's Boyd Taylor comes up for air (left) during the Jello eating contest at Ohio State's Greek Week festivities. Alpha
Pi brothers (right) at Purdue make regular visits to a nearby home lor the aged.

Both Alpha Theta and Alpha Alpha
participated in Red Cross Blood drives last
fall. And Gamma Omicron, Tulane
University, hosted a spectacular Halloween
party for 45 children from the greater New
Orleans area�complete with pumpkin
carving and apple bobbing.
Little Sisters are popular in Province II.

Gamma Omicron added 15 new ladies to its

group. And Alptia Theta began its first Little
Sisters program. Over 200 women signed up
for the recruiting party.
One of Gamma Omicron's Little Sisters is

in Paris as part of the Tulane Junior Year
Abroad program.
Earlier in the year, Phi, Iowa State

University, drew back 100 alumni for a tasty
pig roast.
Fall high points for Alpha Alpha include

seven new pledges, a toga party, and
improved rush and scholarship programs.
The latter features two new awards for the
chapter's top scholars.

Coming up at Alpha Alpha is a golf
tournament for charity and a weekend
retreat. Alpha Theta plans for many more

issues of its newsletter, which features a

new name� The Alpha Theta Thunderbolt

Sorry, neither Alpha Chi, Coe College, nor
Alpha Omicron, Missouri Valley College,
volunteered information for this mid-year
report section.

Province M's Chief is Tom Erbar,
Oklahoma '65. Alpha Theta's Tom Leuther
is Province H's President

Province III
All good news from the reporting chapters in
Province III. For example. Eta, University of
Illinois, captured the Greek football
championship title, employing what it calls
the number one defense on campus.
Likewise, Delta Alpha, Loyola University,

nabbed first place in the annual
interfraternity football tourney by defeating
Alpha Delta Gamma 27-21 in four overtimes.
At Gamma Chi, Indiana University, the

men are preparing for the annual Little 500
bike race�made famous by the recent movie
and TV series "Breaking Away."
Bigger pledge classes were common this

year in Province III. Gamma Chi took in 11
new men. Eighteen joined the ranks at Alpha
Pi, Purdue University. Ten at Delta Alpha.
And Eta selected eight men to share in its
brotherhood.
Halloween brought parties for Eta and

Gamma Chi. Little Sisters organized Eta's.
And Gamma Chi's benefited the mentally
handicapped at Stonebelt Rehabilitation
Center. Undergrad Eric Stoll spearheaded
that fun-filled event.
Indiana's pledge class did its part for

community service by sponsoring bingo

A group of Gamma Chi. Indiana University pledges made the trek to Washington D C
After visiting the White House (left), they toured the Smithsonian's Air and Space

Museum, right, where they couldn't resist the temptation to spell out their three favorite
Greek letters
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Chapter Reports
Province Conclaves have taken place across America
Provinces (there are nine) are geographical groupings of
Alpha Sigma Phi chapters One ot their activities is an
annual leadership training v^eekend called a Conclave.
Alumni are needed to take part in the Province program.
You'll find the involvement stimulating and worthvuhile
Drop a note to Alpha Sigma Phi, 24 West William St ,

Delaware, Ohio 43015 to let them know you'll help. Look
for reports on Conclaves in the next issue.

nights at a local convalescent center. And
Delta Alpha brothers, with the help of 12
shovels donated by the University, cleared
the walks for neighbors during the winter.
Brotherhood thrived when the entire

Province gathered at Eta for a Conclave. The
men discussed rush, finance and pledge
education, plus lots more. But it wasn't all
work. The Alpha Sigs later partied with five

campus sororities at a hoedown square
dance. Eta-style.
Alpha Pi's biggest dance this year came at

homecoming when over 250 alumni, wives,
undergrads and dates celebrated.
In brief. Delta Alpha reports major home

improvements with expectations for many
more. Alpha Pi congratulates alumni brothers
Stan Miller and Don Morgan, elected Grand
Treasurer and Grand Councilor respectively
at last summer's National Convention.
And a big thank you to Gamma Chi alumni

for their generous don3tions that financed
new living room carpet and furniture.

Finally, Alpha Pi welcomes Alpha Sigs
Steve Hood and Jack Robertson, transfer
students from Findlay College and Tri-State

University. "The ease in which Steve and
Jack became a part of the chapter
exemplifies the nationwide brotherhood of

Alpha Sigma Phi," reports Alpha Pi.

The only non-contributing chapter to this
mid-year review of Province 111 is Alpha Xi,
Illinois Institute of Technology.
Ken Perkins, Indiana '71, is Province

Chief. Paul Lindemulder, Alpha Xi, Is
President.

Province IV
Beta Omicron, Tri-State University, has
doubled its membership. And Theta,
University of Michigan, increased its
numbers with eight new men this past
semester.
Theta reinstated its Little Sisters program,

built a new TV room in the basement and

enjoyed an exchange dinner with the women

of Alpha Gamma Delta.
Other fall highlights include two all-

campus parties�one with a western theme�

and a third place in football. Spring brings a

trip to Florida, an eventful Greek Week, and
the annual pledge formal.

Unfortunately, Theta and Beta Omicron
were the only chapters reporting for Province
IV. Without news are: Beta Rho, University
of Toledo; Gamma Upsilon, Eastern
Michigan University; Gamma Psi, Lawrence
Institute of Technology; and Delta Beta,
Northern Michigan University.
Province IV has no Province Chief. Those

willing to fill the challenging, but rewarding,
job should contact Executive Director Kevin

Garvey at the National headquarters office.

The Province IV President is Sam Angell of
Theta.

Province V
Gamma Alpha, Ohio Northern University,
has again proved that Alpha Sigs are true

athletes. The chapter placed second in

Gamma Xi at Widener Universily has been taking part in a "Townwatch
"

program in an effort to reduce crime on the

campus and the community Brothers patrol the campus on a rotating basis in an effort to aid Widener's security force.

The volunteer work has shown results. The trio taking their turn with watchful eyes are, left to right, brothers Jim

Kunkel, Skip Sommerer and Jonathan Bailey.

flashball and first in fraternity league
horseshoes and independent league
volleyball. What's more, the Ohio Northern
football team features 10 starting Sigs.
Zeta of Ohio State University has its

share of jocks, too. John Damrath is a

varsity hockey team freshman walk-on.
For community service, Zeta brothers and

the ladies of Alpha Chi Omega decorated
and operated a room in a Halloween Haunted
House to benefit the March of Dimes.
Last semester, Gamma Alpha hosted a pig

roast for the brothers' parents and then,
alumni returned for a festive homecoming
celebration.
The chapter has enthusiastically altered its

pledge program to incorporate the ideas and
activities outlined by the national office.
Zeta has rejuvenated its Mothers' and

Wives' Club. And several brothers recently
traveled to Theta and Beta Rho to visit and

rap.
No news from Gamma Pi, Findlay College;

Beta Sigma, University of Cincinnati; Alpha
Mu, Baldwin-Wallace College; and Gamma
Zeta, Bowling Green State University� the
other chapters that comprise Province V.
Chuck Vohs, Penn State '75, and Mark
Burton, Gamma Zeta, act as Chief and
President respectively.
Province VI
Province VI is all hearti Beta Gamma,
Bethany College, and Delta Delta, Slippery
Rock State College, both gave blood this

year. Gamma Mu, University of Charleston,
collected turkeys for needy families at

Thanksgiving, and toys for hospitalized
children at Christmas. Beta Gamma also
sponsors a child and helped in a local
church clothing drive.
Delta Epsilon, Rio Grande College,

organized a 100-hour teeter-totter marathon
for charity And Alpha Nu, Westminster
College, sponsored a 50-hour jump-a-thon
last October to benefit the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation of Western Pennsylvania.
Jumpers solicited sponsors and bounced on

a trampoline in the Shenango Valley Mall.
Other big news from Province VI �Delta

Delta initiated a pledge class of 12. Gamma
Mu has nine of its men on the university's
crew team. And Beta Gamma scores very
well scholastlcally at Bethany. Most
newsworthy�Beta Delta was rechartered on

December 6 at Marshall University. Already,
the chapter is active in intramurals and other

campus activities. Rio Grande brothers serve

as "Big Brothers
"

to Marshall and helped in
the induction ceremonies.
With a different twist, at Delta Epsilon,

pledges eat breakfast together every morning
as part of pledge education. Besides getting
a hearty meal, the men find it's a perfect
opportunity to get to know one another.
That's just one example of how Rio Grande
makes good use of non-alcoholic rush and
pledging functions.

Right now. Gamma Mu has its sights set on
the spring Alumni Day/Weekend.
Province Vl's two non-reporting chapters

are Gamma Delta, Davis & Elkins College,
and Delta, Marietta College.
Province VI President is Mark Williams of

Delta Epsilon, and Province Chief is Dr.

Larry Spees, Ohio Wesleyan '57.

Province Vll
All but two of the ten chapters in Province Vll

filed mid-year reports. Of those. Delta Eta,
East Carolina University had one of the

biggest pledge classes that doubled its

membership last fall. Other main events at

Delta Eta include a December Black and
White formal dance, a Christmas food drive

for the Greenville Salvation Army and some

fantastic parties with the Chapter's Little

Sisters.
Best news is the chapter just moved into a

new house� its first ever.
The most memorable Alpha Psi,

Presbyterian College, weekend came last

February when undergraduates and alumni

celebrated at a special Black and White

affair. The group gathered again in April for a
Hawaiian holiday barbecue and disco.
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It's NJIT! In our rush to add the new Alpha Rho colony
to our directory, we listed it as Newark Institute ol

Technology. Shame on us. It's now the New Jersey
Institute of Technology, home of one of Alpha Sigma
Phi's fastest-growing colonies.

Chapter Reports

Meet the champs! The Purdue University all-campus football champions. And they all hail from the Alpha Pi chapter
house where they gather in the dining room for a group photo.

Intramurally, the chapter's B-league
volleyball team took top honors. And socially,
the fall semester pledge class� 12 strong-
coordinated a much appreciated Halloween

party for the children of Thornwell

Orphanage.
Riley Lanier, psycology major at Alpha Psi,

has conducted a survey that asked what

undergrads wanted from the Fraternity.
Friendship, social maturity and leadership
potential were top priorities. The survey has
helped the chapter develop worthwhile

programs, that reportedly make living at

Alpha Psi a more rewarding experience for
its members.

Scholarship and fun have made the year
great at Beta Mu, Wake Forest University.
The chapter boasts an excellent ranking on

campus academically and recently held a

beach party�complete with sand, suntan oil
and beachwear.
Of special interest to alums�Charles

Berry is organizing a new alumni
association. Winston-Salem area alums can

contact him at Box 7291 Reynolda Station,
Winston-Salem, NC 27109.
Gamma Theta Colony, University of

Miami, also placed high among fraternities in

scholarship last semester. The group
pledged 16 men and raises money by
working concession stands at home football
games. That project, alone, should net $5,000
this year.
At Gamma Lambda, Atlantic Christian

College, the brothers mow neighbors' lawns
as a community service project.
And Delta Zeta, University of North

Carolina at Charlotte, reports three main
events this past semester� a visit to a day
care center A masquerade party at
Halloween. And an unforgettable Founder's
Day banquet last November. A big success
was the campus wide Delta Zeta second

annual "Vegas Night."
Delta lota� formerly Alpha Zeta Colony�

Longwood College, served the country by
providing a taxi service to the polls on

Election Day. And as fund raisers, the Little
Sisters and brothers hold car washes.

Ushering a Vincent Price play on campus,
placing second in pre-season intramural
basketball, and initiating 20 brothers were

also special events this past semester.
And finally. Beta Zeta, North Carolina

State University, has "adopted
"

an 80-year-
old man living next door�and reportedly take
excellent care ot him. New at Beta Zeta is an

alumni organization. And the men went on
the road to East Carolina University to
serenade the sororities and to visit the Delta
Eta brothers.
At homecoming the men provided donuts

and coffee at a morning reception for alumni,
and after the football game, all enjoyed a

finger-licking-good fried chicken dinner. A
rock-a-thon to benefit Multiple Sclerosis is in
the planning.
The Province, under the direction of Chief

Tyler Cox, Wake Forest '75, and President
Jim Lilley, Beta Zeta, met in March for a

very productive Conclave.
Neither Gamma Phi, Concord College, nor

Delta Theta at Radford University, had
news for the mid-year review.
Province Vlll

Happy Birthday to Beta Theta, Rutgers
University� 50 years old last March. Rutgers
plans to complete the year with more

newsletters and a bike-a-thon for charity.
At Gamma Xi, Widener College, fall found

the brothers in a new Victorian-style house.

The men quickly tackled the many needed

repairs. They painted, carpeted, tiled and put
the house in top form. In a Town Watch

Program, eight Gamma Xi brothers assist

campus security in patrolling university

grounds. Several brothers play on the
Widener varsity football team. And Little
Sister Eriane Campos reigns as Widener's
1980 Homecoming Queen. Last year's winner
was also an Alpha Sigma Phi Little Sister.
New this year is mascot. Spike. The part-

bulldog pup is reportedly growing as rapidly
as is Gamma Xi � now 58 brothers strong.
At Beta Chi, American University, alumni-

undergraduate relations are improving with
recent alumni graduates taking an active role
in the alumni corporation. Even more are

encouraged to participate.
More than half of Province Vlll failed to

send in news� Beta Epsilon, Lehigh
University; Omicron, University of
Pennsylvania; Alpha Tau, Stevens Institute
of Technology; and Alpha Sigma, Wagner
College. Bruce Burns, Ohio State '63, is
Province Chief. Mark Weller, Beta Epsilon,
is President.

Province IX
It's been an eventful year for Province IX. At
Beta Xi, Hartwick College, its been a

semester of mostly fun. First a parent's
weekend open house. Then a Halloween
bash. And finally, an alumni weekend
cocktail party. The year's forecast calls for
several bowling nights and roller skating
parties, plus a trip to Florida.
Beta Psi, Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute and lota, Cornell University, are
energy conscious. Each has installed
insulation and/or storm windows to help beat
rising energy costs.

Later, Beta Psi filled its quota of social
functions with various theme parties-
Bonfire and T-shirt, to name a couple. Spring
will eee the annual alumni banquet And the
chapter expects to maintain its high standard
of operation that helped it win the award at
last summer's National Convention for the
most improved chapter.
Teams in cross-country, sailing and

volleyball keep the men at lota in shape. And
busy! Despite poor weather, homecoming
was the milestone at Cornell last semester.
Alumni returned for a morning brunch and to
watch Cornell win its first homecoming
victory in Jive years.
Homecoming at Upsilon, Pennsylvania

State University, won't be forgotten either.
The men built a spiffy-looking float with the
help of Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority. Right
now. the chapter is actively soliciting house
renovation funds. Many repairs are needed to
comply with fire insurance regulations.
Thanks to the alumni already contributing.
Upsilon reports a pledge class of 12 and

will work hard this year to keep its ranking of
12th among 50 fraternities academically.
Gamma Rho, Lycoming University, was

the only non-reporting chapter in Province
IX. Incidentally, Province IX is unique. It'g the
only group that has both a Chief and an

Assistant Chief. They are Brothers William
Klaban, Penn State '50, and Rick Volpe,
Lehigh '72. Dave Lowry of lota is the proud
President. D
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Among the Brothers Corrections-We appreciate the various notes from
brothers giving us corrections lor the 50 year list that
appeared in last issue We'll have an update in the next
issue Always point out omissions and errors We want to
know Send information to Alpha Sigma Phi, 24 West
William street, Delaware, Ohio 43015.

Alpha Sigs in action
Reports on activities and achievements of Alpha Sigma Phi across the country

Hutchinson, Mu Qarvin, Beta Mu
Alpha Upsilon

Dakes, Gamma Delta

Dr. Cornelius Wandmacher, Brooklyn
Polytechnic '45, Cincinnati, is a nationally
recognized expert on metrics.
The American National Metric Council has

honored Brother Wandmacher with a special
citation recognizing his outstanding
leadership and contributions to private
sector metric planning. It was presented at
the Council's annual conference in

Washington, D.C.
Wandmacher is author of a book on

metrics and engineering, a consultant to

many companies planning a transition to the
metric system and a frequent speaker on the

subject.
Professor of Engineering at the University

of Cincinnati, Wandmacher serves as a

member of the Board of the Metric
Council. D
Fred Hutchinson, Washington '39, was a

Seattle native and major league baseball

player and manager. He died of cancer in
1964 at the age of 45.
His memory lives on, however, in the Fred

Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in
Seattle. It represents the efforts of Senator

Warren G. Magnuson who got Congress to

appropriate $5 million for a center in the
Pacific Northwest. Through the untold hours
of effort by staff and volunteers. And by the
efforts of Dr. William B. Hutchinson,
Washington '29, who heads the Center.
Brother Hutchinson, on the fifth

anniversary of the Center, noted that it had

grown from a staff of 200 to more than 700

today.
Research at the Center goes on in many

areas. Leukemia patients are referred to the
Center by physicians from throughout the
world for bone marrow transplants, a
procedure pioneered by scientists at the
Hutchinson Center. Its programs reach out
on a regional basis, serving Washington,
Alaska, Montana and Idaho. The benefits of
its research, of course, have impact world
wide.

Today the Center is described as one of
the nation's "twenty comprehensive cancer

centers." It is a memorial to one remarkable

Alpha Sig. But it lives and grows through the
dedicated effort of another remarkable Alpha
Sig: Dr. William Hutchinson, a

Harris Publishing Company, publishers of
the Alpha Sigma Phi alumni directory, have
completed the telephone contact stage of
their work. Telephone calls verified the
Information provided on directory
questionaires and the information currently
held on alumni records.

Alumni were given an opportunity to

purchase personal copies of the directory
at the same time. Such purchases made

publication of the directory possible at no

cost to Alpha Sigma Phi. But such

purchases should not be considered a

donation to the Fraternity.
The directory is tentatively scheduled for

release in August. Members who have

ordered a copy but not received them by
September should contact Doreen Luff,
Customer Service Representative, Bernard
C. Harris Publishing Company, Inc., 170
Hamilton Avenue, White Plains, NY 10601.

Any brother who wishes to order a copy
and did not hear from the publisher should
make contact at the same address.

The directory will provide a complete
listing of all living alumni with current
addresses plus business or professional
information where available. It will contain
a section on the Fraternity and its current
programs. Copies are made available only
to members of Alpha Sigma Phi. D

Member-at-Large
Douglas E. Herman, '69, Oneonta, NY, is an

assistant professor of history at Hartwick

College.

Alpha
Robert E. Houston Jr., Yale '26, Greenville,
SC, retired recently from the practice of law.
For news of other alumni in Connecticut, see:
Omicron, Upsilon, Beta Omicron, Gamma Delta.

Beta

Sidney L. Eaton, Harvard '24, Needham, MA,
is retired and now enjoys watercolor painting.
For news of other alumni in Massachusetts, see:
Theta, lota.

Delta
Dr. Thomas L. Fernandez, Marietta '62,
Atlanta, GA, is director of communications
programs for Emory University's School of
Business Administration in Atlanta.
For news of other alumni in Ohio, see: Alpha Psi, Beta
Omicron.

Epsilon
John H. Stephens, Ohio Wesleyan '48,
Naples, FL, is a retired major from the U.S.
Air Force Department of Intelligence and is

currently the new director of environmental
health for Cottier Company.
For news of other alumni in Ohio, see: Alpha Psi, Beta
Omicron.

Zeta
Dr. Frederick W. Dixon, Ohio State '30,
Dearborn, Ml, has retired from his medical

practice.
Robert Golaszewski, Ohio State '77,

Cincinnati, OH, is employed by Mike Sell's
Potato Chips of Cincinnati
For news of other alumni in Ohio, see: Alpha Psi, Beta
Omicron.

Eta
Dr. Raymond F. Glos, Illinois '22, Oxford,
OH, has been elected national president of
Phi Beta Sigma, an honor society for
freshmen achieving distinction in scholarship
and community service.
Robert D. Henderson, lilinois '42, Tampa,

FL, has retired as professor of management
at the University of Florida.
James E. Johnson, Illinois '50, Columbus,

OH, is self-employed in construction

management, equipment maintenance and
sales organization development.
For news of other alumni in Illinois, see: Alpha Xi,
Alpha Pi, Alpha Chi, Gamma Kappa.

Theta
James D. Hodge, Michigan '47, Laguna
Hills, CA, is working as a methods analyst for
Bourns lnc in Riverside, CA
Richard H. Jung, Michigan '29,

Sheboygan, Wl, has been retired from social
work for six years.
Robert B. Thornley, Michigan '33, East

Harwich, MA, is retired from the Burroughs
Corp. as a computer facilities manager in

California.
For news of other alumni in Michigan, see: Zeta,
Alpha Xi.

lota
Gerald P. Linsner, Cornell '55, Seneca, NY,
is vice president for sales of Bell's Markets

in Buffalo, NY.
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Somehow omitted from last issue's directory-Gamma
Theta Colony, University of Ivliami, Box 8971, Coral

Gables, FL 33124 The men of the colony were making
great strides, working toward a fall chartering. Sorry we

left such a hard-working group off Ihe list!

Among the Brothers

John E. Moore, Cornell '73, Lexington, MA,
is director of training for Suess Chalets
Motor Lodges and Inns.

William H. Perks Jr., Cornell '62,
Horseheads, NY, is manager of finance and
control of the Latin American, Asian and
Pacific Division of Corning Glass in Ithaca,
NY.
For news of other alumni in New York, see: Member-
at-Large, Tau, Gamma Gamma.

Kappa
Peter Yega Jr., Wisconsin '17, Billings, MT,
is an independent agent with the Hartford
Insurance Co.

Mu

Hugo R. Parr, Washington '68, Oslo, Norway,
is with the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy
in Oslo.

John T. Pool, Washington '62, El Paso,
'TX, is a special agent with the Department of
Justice, Division of Drug Enforcement
Administration, in El Paso.

Nu
E. "Jack" Best, California '13, Cedar Ridge,
CA, will tell you that you never know when

you'll find another Alpha Sig. "Doc" Best was

recently on a bus trip to San Francisco to

see a baseball game with the Sons In

Retirement group (SIRS) The trip was a joint
one with another SIRS group from Auburn,
CA. His seatmate started a conversation and

they discovered they were both Alpha Sigs.
He was sitting with Dr. Byron W. Bailey,
Nebraska '28.

Maitiand B. McKenzie, California '22, has
announced recipients of the 1980-81

scholarships given by the California Alpha
Sigma Phi Association.

Grants are awarded to linear descendants
of members of Alpha Sigma Phi whenever

possible. They are for study at the University
of California at Berkeley.
Those studying with the help of Alpha Sig

funds include: Steven Allison, who is working
to re-activate Nu Chapter; Thomas E.

Dolliver, step-grandson of McKenzie, Thomas
E. Eraser, grandson of Harold E. Fraser,
California '19 (deceased); Rodger F

Hargear, grandson of Frank F. Hargear,
California '18; Hilary I. Holbrook, daughter of
Richard E. Holbrook, California '47; Janet
Perham, daughter of George S. Perham,
California '50; James D. Raphael, grandson
of Miles F. York, California '19 (deceased)
and James C. Raphael, California '18;
Richard M. Stanaro, son of Chester J.
Stanaro, California '47; and Michael P.

Zimmers, son of Philip F. Zimmers,
California '55.

Garrett Reigg, California '66, Oakland,
CA, recently became the junior partner in the

newly-established law firm of Bachrach and

Reigg, Oakland, CA. He specializes in the

fields of realty, business, personal injury and

�family law.

This winsome clown, left, appeared at Delta Alpha's Halloween party at Loyola Univeivlty. The group at right,
unidentified, were helping celebrate homecoming at Beta Mu, Wake Forest University.

William K. Warnoak, California '40, San
Francisco, CA, has been named corporate
vice president of Levi Straus and Co. He also
was named president of the Koret of North
America, a division of Straus. He has been
director of community affairs and executive
vice president of the Levi Straus Foundation.
For news of other alumni in California, see: Theta,
Upsilon, Phi, Psi, Alpha Pi, Alpha Chi, Beta Tau,
Gamma Gamma.

Xi
Donald J. Gonzales, Nebraska '39,
Williamsburg, VA, has been awarded the
Thomas Jefferson Citation for Public
Relations from the Old Dominion chapter of
the Public Relations Society of America. The
citation recognizes members of the public
relations profession who, beyond the duties
of their office, have contributed to improving
the life of their community and of Virginia. He
is senior vice president of Colonial
Williamsburg.
Omicron
Paul Scholtes, Pennsylvania '58, Old
Greenwich, CT, has accepted the position of
vice president with Southern Reserve Oil
Corp in NY

Ralph E. Scott Jr., Pennsylvania '26,
Dallas, TX, has retired as senior vice

president of the First National Bank in Dallas.
For news of other alumni in Pennsylvania, see:
Upsilon, Psi, Alpha Nu, Beta Gamma, Beta Theta, Beta
Omicron, Gamma Alpha.

Tau
Fred T. Aw, Stanford '61, Hong Kong, is
running a radio-paging and electronics

security company.

Maynard M. Parker, Stanford '60, New
York, NY, has been appointed executive

editor of Newsweek Magazine.
For news of other alumni in California, see: Theta, Nu,
Upsilon, Phi, Psi, Alpha PI, Alpha Chi, Beta Tau,
Gamma Gamma.

Upsilon
Alan M. Breedlove, Penn State '77,
Pittsburgh, PA, is an account representative
with Thompson McKinnon Securities Inc.

Harry S. Brown, Penn State '56, Whitefish,
MT, has retired as president and chief

executive officer of the Chicago Bank of

Commerce.
Thomas K. Desch, Penn State '55,

Wyncote, PA, is vice president with the

Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia.

Frank Duzy, Penn State '63, Southport,
CT, is a controller for Connecticut Blue Cross
and Blue Shield.
Thomas W. Eaglesham, Penn State '33,

Mishawaka, IN, is assistant professor of
business at Purdue University, Lafayette, IN.
William A. Eshenbaugh, Penn State '62,

Grove City, PA, has been elected president of
Tajon Inc.
John R. Freeman Jr., Penn State '66,

Ephrata, PA, is owner of the Olde Lincoln
House Restaurant in Ephrata, PA.
Michael Jung, Penn State '68, Novato, CA,

works with a nuclear medicine camera as a

sales engineer for Siemens Gammasonics.
Dr. Eric PrystoWsky, Penn State '66,

Indianapolis, IN, is assistant professor of
medicine at Indiana University's School of
Medicine and is director of the Clinical
Electrophysiology Laboratory in the

Department of Cardiology.
Col. Roy A. Walker, Penn State '55,

Carlisle, PA, has accepted the position of
senior Air Force representative at the U.S.
Army War College.
Hon. Frank R. Wolf, Penn State '60,

Vienna, VA, was elected recently to the U.S.
House of Representatives, representing the
10th District in the Commonwealth of
Virginia.
For news of other alumni in Pennsylvania, see: Psi,
Omicron, Alpha Nu, Beta Gamma, Beta Theta, Beta
Omicron, Gamma Alpha.

Phi

Timothy E. Miller, Iowa State '69, Laguna
Beach, CA, is now working as community
services officer tor the Police Department of
Laguna Beach, CA.
For news of other alumni in Iowa, see: Beta lota.

Psi
Charles N. Cole, Oregon State '63, Vicenza,
Italy, has been promoted and transferred
from Germany to Italy as an engineer for the
U.S. Army.
Gerald R. Cox, Oregon State '42, Santa

Rosa, CA, is chief mechanical engineer for C.
R. Frederick Inc., a division of M. M. Sundt
Construction Co. of Tucson, AZ. In his spare
time, he enjoys raising orchids, sailing his
25-foot Folkboat and breeding show dogs on

his two-acre farm.
Michael W. Delk, Oregon State '64,

Salem, OR, has been co-owner and vice
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Among the Brothers

"Sooner Scandals" is a big annual musical event presented by the fraternities and practice But it ail paid off�with the Alpha Sigs and Kappa Delta's claiming six of eight
sororities at the University ol Oklahoma Alpha Sigma Phi's Alpha Alpha Chapter teamed awardsl The Alpha Sig musical team shows off its trophies at left At right, in costume
up with the Kappa Delta sorority for its presentation II took four long months of hard and on stage, the group shows off its winning form

president of Valley Oil Co. in Salem since
1971. He is on the Marion County Planning
Commission and the Boys' Club Board of
Directors. He is involved with solar energy
projects and enjoys playing tennis.
Gerald M. Fitzpatrick, Oregon State '68,

Klamath Falls, OR, is dean of students at
Mazama High School, Klamath Falls, OR.
Daniel L. Fricke, Oregon State '73,

Newport Beach, CA, is a planner in the
Private Projects Section of the Environmental

Analysis Division of the Orange County
Environmental Management Agency in Santa
Ana, CA.
Mitchell W. Josh, Oregon State '76, Fort

Riley, KS, has been promoted to 1st
lieutenant in the U.S. Army and is assistant
finance officer for the First Finance Co. of
Fort Riley. KS,
Richard J. Nelson, Oregon State '73,

Ephrata, PA, has been parts distribution
manager with Sperry-New Holland for five
years.
Richard B. Peterson, Oregon State '49,

Colorado Springs, CO, is director of the
District Attorney Victim/Witness Program and
is professor in the Criminal Justice Program
ot Pikes Peak Community College in

Colorado Springs. He is active in community
and professional affairs.
Harry K. Roberts, Oregon State '40, Reno,

NV, has been retired for 1 1 years and is
active with the Order of DeMolay, the
Scottish Rite and Rotary Club.

Alpha Alpha
Terry D. Womack, Oklahoma '72, Duncan.
OK, has been promoted to senior engineer in
Electrical Research and Development for
Halliburton.

Alpha Theta
Dr. Jerome J. Bredall, Missouri '29, Newark,
DE, has retired from active practice as plant
medical director for the Chrysler Corp. and is

spending six to eight months a year traveling
by motor home.
For new* of other alumni In Missouri, sea: Alpha
Omicron.

Alpha Mu
David W. Francis, Baldwin-Wallace '67,
Chippewa Lake, OH^ has been promoted to

vice president of Loos, Edwards and
Sexauer, an advertising firm in Cleveland,
OH.
For news of other alumni in Ohio, see: Alpha Psi, Beta
Omicron.

Alpha Nu
Jack R. Bergdoll, Westminster '^9, South
Euclid, OH, is a retired teacher and works for
a realty company in Richmond Heights, OH.
The Rev, John H. Hopkins II, Westminster

'70, Pittsburgh, PA, is pasto^of Point Breeze
United Presbyterian Church in Pittsburgh.
Charies W. Salzmann, Westminster '74,

Pittsburgh, PA, has earned the master of
science degree in technology and is working
in the Allegheny County Crime Laboratory.
For news of other alumni in Pennsylvania, see: Psi,
Omicron, Upsilon, Beta Gamma, Beta Theta, Beta
Omicron, Gamma Alpha.

Alpha Xi
Jean A. Anderson, Illinois Tech '50,
Hancock, Ml, is president of the Michigan
Municipal League. He is in his 26th year as
associate professor at Michigan
Technological University, Houghton, Ml.
Richard R. Olson, Illinois Tech '78, Park

Ridge, IL, plans to enter the Pilot Screening
Program for 2nd lieutenants at Lackland Air
Force Base, TX.
For news of other alumni In Illinois, see: Eta, Alpha PI,
Alpha Chl, Qamma Kappa.

Alpha Omicron
Thomas R. Sullivan, Missouri Valley '72,
Lawson, MO, has received the master's

degree in business administration from
Rockhurst College and is now employed by
the Clorox Co. in Kansas City, MO.
For news of other alumni In Missouri, see: Alpha
Theta.

Alpha Pi
David W. Clark, Purdue '68, Fremont, CA,
has been promoted to manager of customer
service systems of the Shaklee Corp.
Carl E. Hudson Jr., Purdue '61, Paxton, IL,

has received the Outstanding Alumni
Citizenship Award for 1980 from Purdue
University.
Hendrik W. Mouw, Purdue '46, Oakland,

CA, is senior mechanical engineer for W. A.
DiGiacomo Associates of San Francisco.
Gregory A. Sinise, Purdue '70,

Indianapolis, IN, works in the. Data

Processing Division of the Eli Lilly and Co. of
Indianapolis.
For news of other alumni in Indiana, see: Upsilon,
Alpha Omicron, Beta Omicron.

Alpha Chi
John H. Hoffman, Coe '59, Santa Rosa, CA,
is professor of biology at Sonoma State
University, Rohnert Park, CA.
For news of other alumni in Iowa, see: Beta lota.

Alpha Psi
Ted B. Freeman, Presbyterian '51, Conyers,
GA, is director of the Division of Educational
Services for the U.S. Department of
Education in Atlanta.
Samuel Howell, Presbyterian '71,

Laurens, SC, recently was named associate
professor of business at Presbyterian
College, Clinton, SC. He earned his CPA in

January, 1980.
Thomas E. Taylor, Presbyterian '59,

Atlanta, GA, is a commercial insurance
broker. He is president of a civic association
and is a five-year member of the Georgia
Insurance Dealers' Roundtable.
Jasper B. Varn III, Presbyterian '74,

Bamberg, SC, teaches high school students
in Bamberg, SC
For news of other alumni in South Carolina, see:
Alpha.

Beta Gamma
Peter A. Zaphyr, Bethany '47, Greensburg,
PA, has been appointed director of the Power
Systems Computer Center of Westinghouse
Electric Corp.
For news of other alumni in West Virginia, see:
Qamma Delta.

Beta Delta

George O. Smith, Marshall '53, Centerville,
OH, is manager in charge of Fleet Operations
with NCR Corp. of Dayton, OH.
For news of other alumni in West Virginia, sea:
Gamma Detta.

Beta Zeta

Jeffrey R. Hoffman, NC State '76,
Washington, DC, is writer/editor for the Office
of Communications in the Executive Office of
the Mayor of Washington, DC.
J. Wesley Nobles, NC State '78, Kinston,

NC, is a field representative with Wachovia

Bank and Trust Co. of Kinston.

For news of other alumni in North Carolina, see: Beta
Mu, Beta Omifcron, Beta Chl.
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^
Tell the world you're an Alpha Sig�Wear a recognition
button or a monogram pin on your lapel They're
handsome additions to your wardrobe. They're
inexpensive. And they help spread the word about Alpha
Sigma Phi. For information on Alpha Sigma Phi jewelry.
sportswear and other items, write to Fraternity
Headquarters. 24 West William Sireet, Delaware. Ohio
4301 5.

Among the Brothers

Beta Theta

Douglas F. Craig, Rutgers '66, Knoxville, TN,
is materials development group leader for the
Nuclear Division of Union Carbide Corp. in
Oak Ridge, TN.
Dean O. D'Adamo, Rutgers '70, Worth

Hills, PA, is territory manager forTamko

Asphalt Products Inc. of Frederick, MD.
For news of other alumni in New Jersey, see: Beta
Chi, Gamma Alpha, Gamma Mu.

Beta lota
David W. Newell, Tufts '59, Muscatine, IA, is
judicial magistrate for Muscatine County, IA.
For news of other alumni in Massachusetts, see: Beta,
Theta, lota.

Beta Mu
John C. Blanton, Wake Forest '42, Ahoskie,
NC, is director of Roanoke-Chowan Hospital.
P. Franklin Brock, Wake Forest '74,

Winston-Salem, NC, is a collections manager
for Barclay's American Financial Corp.
J. Tyler Cox, Wake Forest '75, Winston-

Salem, NC, has been elected vice president
of the NC Piedmont chapter of the
International Association of Business
Communicators.
Francis E. Garvin, Wake Forest '49,

Wilkesboro, NC, recently completed a two-

year term as chairman of the Medical Center

Board of Directors of the Bowman Gray
School of Medicine and NC Baptist Hospital.
He is president and director of Holly Farms

Poultry Industries and is a trustee of Baptist
Hospital.
John G. Hendler, Wake Forest '77,

Winston-Salem, NC, is a communications
representative for ITT.
Tam S. Hutchinson Jr., Wake Forest '68,

N. Wilkesboro, NC, is general manager of
Chick Haven Feed Service Inc., a commercial

poultry operation. He is chaplain of a local
fire department and is involved with ministry
work with youth and the deaf.
Horace R. Kornegay, Wake Forest '42,

Bethesda, MD, recently was promoted from
president to chairman of the Washington-
based Tobacco Institute, the lobbying and
trade association of the tobacco industry. A
former NC congressman, he has served as

the institute's president since 1969.
Kai D. Nelson, Wake Forest '77, Winston-

Salem, NC, has received the master's degree
from Appalachian State University and is

employed as a budget and management
technician for Forsyth County.
Brian D. Siska, Wake Forest '75, Ft. Knox,

KY, has been promoted to 1st lieutenant in

Memorial Fund donors support education programs
Or. Elbridge J. Best, California '13, Cedar
Ridge, CA; Louis P. Black, Illinois '27,
Ocean Ridge, FL: Robert G. Bunch, Marshall
'33, Madison, Wl; Randy L. Calhoun, Ohio
State '28, Youngstown, OH; Marvin A.

Chapman, Michigan '33, Bella Vista, AK;
Earl Clark, Ohio State '30, Port Angeles,
WA; Dana F. Cole, Nebraska '13, Lincoln,
NE; John P. Commons, Colorado '18,
Duarte, CA; Charles Crampton, Widener '76,
Lansdowne, PA; Herbert L. Dunham,
Michigan '17, Grosse Pointe, Ml; Blake H.

Field, U.C.LA. '26, Needham. MA; L. W.

Fisher, Cornell '15, Homes Beach, FL;
Raymond E. Glos, Illinois '22. Oxford, OH;
Robert A. Grossman, Ohio State '67,
Manchester, MO; Emmett B. Hayes,
Stanford '31, San Francisco, CA; Ralph N.

Holzhauer, Michigan '40, Detroit, Ml; R. H.
Jaspers, Illinois '70, Greene, IA; R. Edwin

Jennings, Iowa State '61, WesterviUe, OH;
Carl E. Kleiber, Stevens '26, Flanders, NJ

John E. Krawczuk, Stanford '58, Villa Park,
CA; John A. Lidstrom, Stevens Tech '57,
Stonington, CT; D. L. Martin, Stanford '47,
Santa Ana, CA; William A. Mathes,
Oklahoma '70, Norman, OK; C. W.

McCullough, Illinois Tech '41, Homewood,
IL; Thomas L. McCullough, Westminster
'57, Grapevine, TX; Charles W. McDaniel,
Jr., Toledo '75, Toledo, OH; Larry A. Meyer,
Iowa State '62, Seattle, WA; Stan N. Miller,
Purdue '64, Lafayette, IN: Harold C. Mueller,
Illinois '39, Wilmette, IL; William S.

Needham, California '42, Orinda, CA; James
H. Obendorf, California '11, Alamo, CA

The Memorial Fund of Alpha Sigma Phi is a

foundation that provides scholarships and
underwrites the educational and leadership
work of the Fraternity. Gifts to the
Memorial Fund are tax deductible. If you
have questions about the Fund and its

work, drop a note to the Secretary of the
Memorial Fund, Ralph F. Burns, 24 W.

William Street, Delaware, Ohio 43015.

R. T. Paulsen, Illinois Tech '43, Flossmoor,
IL; Don Perkins, California '64, Sacramento,
CA; Harold E. Pridmore, Wisconsin '25, Sun
City, CA; John J. Quinn, Lehigh '74, Newark,
DE; R. A. Ransom, Carnegie Tech '25,
Washington, DC; Edward A. Rasberry, Jr.,
Athletic Christian '58, Wilson, NC; George
S. Richardson, Colorado '18, Sun City, AZ;
Gordon B. Russell, Pennsylvania '31, Pine
Plains. NY; H. Karl Springob, American '48,
Leonia, NJ; G. Alan Sternbergh,
Westminster '48, New Wilmington, PA;
Douglas K. Stuart, Illinois Tech '64,
Chicago, IL; Mark H. Swisher, Ohio State,
'21, Columbus, OH; Peter L. Tourtellot,
American '57, Greensboro, NC; C. W. Van

De Mark, Cincinnati '37, Troy, Ml; OIlin
Wineland, Missouri '30, Norman, OK;
Everett M. Witzel, California '37, Triburan,
CA; Russell Wood, Washington '19, Laguan
Hills, CA. D

the U.S. Army. He's currently serving as an

armor company commander in the 1st

training brigade at Ft. Knox.

Joseph T. West, Wake Forest '77,
Charlotte, NC, is employed at General Steel
Drum of Charlotte.
For news of other alumni in North Carolina, see: Beta
Zeta, Beta Omicron, Beta Chi.

Beta Omicron
R. R. "Skip" Bryan, Tri-State '63,
Greensboro, NC, has been named vice

president and general manager of Utility
Service Co. of Madison, NC.
William S. Fitzgerald, Tri-State '52,

Shelton, CT, is a plant engineer with Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft of Hartford, CT.
Don Letsinger, Tri-State '52, Colorado

Springs, CO, is vice president of Lenor Inc., a
distributor of diesel fuel water separators.
William R. Lewis, Tri-State '60, Sinking

Spring, PA, was appointed associate

campaign director for the United Way of

Reading, PA.
Dr. Jack T. Nortrup, Tri-State '66, Angola,

IN, is dean of arts and sciences at Tri-State
University, Angola, IN.
Richard S. Thompson, Tri-State '57,

Augusta, GA, is self-employed in his real
estate company in Augusta, GA.
For news of other alumni in Indiana, see: Upsilon,
Alpha Omicron, Alpha Pi.

Beta Tau
Richard L. Weber, Wayne State '59, Rialto,
CA, is chief of system safety engineering for
the U.S. Air Force Headquarters Ballistic
Missile Office at Norton Air Force Base, CA.
For news of other alumni In Michigan, see: Zeta,
Alpha Xi.

Beta Chi
Dr. H. Karl Springob, American '48, Leonia,
NJ, was honored recently at a testimonial
dinner for his five years of service as

president of the Greater New Jersey Chapter
of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. Dr.
Springob is a professor in the graduate
psychology program at Stevens Institute of
Technology, Hoboken, NJ. He is the author of
a book and a number of published articles.
Peter L. Tourtellot, American '57,

Greensboro, NC, has been named president
of business development/export sales for
Blue Bell Europe, a subsidiary of Blue Bell
Inc. He previously was president of
Sedgefield Sportswear Co.
For news of other alumni In Washington, DC, see:
Beta Zeta.

Gamma Alpha
Dr. Joseph G. Colonna, Ohio Northern '69,
Ewing, NJ, is a resident in urology at
Hahnemann Hospital in Philadelphia, PA.
J. Glenn Ebersole Jr., Ohio Northern '66,

Manheim, PA, is chief transportation engineer
for Huth Engineers, Inc. of Lancaster, PA. He
was listed in Who's Who In the East for 1979-
80 and 1980-81.
For news of other alumni in Ohio, see: Alpha Pal, Beta
Omicron.

Gamma Qamma
Edward J. McDonald, Connecticut '60,
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Tyler Cox, Wake Forest '75. is a volunteer in Alpha
Sigma Phi's publications program Tyler assists with

alumni news. You can help him by sending a photograph
and news about yourself to Alpha Sigma. 24 West
William street. Delaware. Ohio 43015

Westlake Village, CA, is general manager tor
Mercedes-Benz In Hollywood, CA.
Terence R. McDonald, Connecticut '66,

Kenmore, NY, is assistant professor of drama
at the State University of New York at

Buffalo.
For news of other alumni In Connecticut, see:
Omicron, Upsilon, Beta Omicron, Qamma Delta.

Qamma Delta
Lt. Col. Michael G. Dakes, Davis & Elkins

'56, Woodbridge, CT, has retired from the

U.S. Air Force after 21 years of service. He

has accepted a position with Management
Recruiters of Northern Virginia.
Lt. Lawrence B. Hunt, Davis & Elkins '64,

Virginia Beach, VA, is assigned to the aircraft

carrier USS Dwight D. Eisenhower as the

assistant intelligence officer.

George A. Smith Jr., Davis & Elkins '58,
Parsons, WV, Is vice president and general
manager of McClain Printing Co.
Ronald W. Stevens, Davis & Elkins '69,

Herndon, VA, works as a senior technologist
for Vitro Laboratories in Sliver Spring, MD.

Gamma Epsilon
Maj. Kenneth E. Bunge, Buffalo '66,
Colorado Springs, CO, was promoted recently
to associate professor of law at the U.S. Air
Force Academy in Colorado Springs, CO
Maj. Scott R. Kriz, Buffalo '66, Omaha,

NE, is serving as an aircraft commander for
the E-4 Aircraft, a military version of the

Boeing 747. for the U.S. Air Force.
For news of other alumni in New York, see: Member-
at-Large, lota, Tau, Gamma Gamma.

Gamma Kappa
Charles J. Winquist, Michigan State '56,
Villa Park, IL, has been promoted to the rank

of captain with American Airlines
For news of other alumni in Michigan, see: Zeta,
Alpha Xi.

Gamma Mu
Michael W. Helioff, Charleston '61,
Westfield. NJ, is chief chemist with the

Conair Corp. in Edison. NJ.

George E. Wallis, Charleston '76, Forked
River, NJ, is working as an operating
engineer at the Salem Nuclear Plant. D

A solemn salute to the memory of brothers entering Omega Chapter
Omega Chaptar
Alvin M. Ulbrickson, Washington '23, in
Seattle, WA, Grand Marshal of the Fraternity,
1949-1950. Recipient of Delta Beta Xi in

1940. Since his graduation from the

University of Washington, he had been
freshman and varsity crew coach. He was

regarded as the dean of crew coaches in

America. Many of his students went on to

become coaches at other institutions.

(The Tomafianvli does not assume responsibility or

liability for the accuracy of Omega listings.
Information, from various sources, is printed as it is

reported to the National Headquarters for record
keeping purposes.)

Alpha George C. Bailey '24, Treasure Island,
FL; Alexis C. Coudert '34, New York, NY.
Beta Meredith Mackusick '24, West

Southpoint. ME. Gamma Albert Howe '19,
Columbus, OH. Delta Albert Crall '53,
McMechen, WV; W. W. Lindamood '22,
Guelph, Ontario, Canada; Paul Reall '23,
Pinedale, CA. Epsilon Roscoe D. Lees '13,
Chagrin Falls, OH; Charles E. Smyth '50,
Wauwatosa, Wl; Allen S. Williamson '46,
Delaware, OH; Ernest P. Wisenberg '27,
Seattle, WA. Zeta Morgan W. Baker '28,
Youngstown, OH Eta Robert H. Brown '51,
Warrensburg, IL; John M. Cross '40,
Torrance, CA; Richard Irwin '43, Chicago, IL;
Kenneth P. Kassautski '77, Hickory Hills. IL;
Frank Stockstill '48, Richmond, VA; Philip E.
Worack '48, Waukegan, IL. lota James S.

Barry '42, Buffalo, NY; George T. Booth '28,
Kunkirk, NY. Kappa W. A. McNown '44,
Madison, Wl; U. R. Zuehike '14, Milwaukee,
Wl.

Lambda Philip Bliss '21, Portland, CT;
Douglas M. Collingwood '14, Dallas, TX. Mu

Jay L. McLean '65, Walla Walla, WA; Alvin
Ulbrickson '23, Seattle, WA. Nu William D.

Higgins '23, Walnut Creek, CA; Emil Sikora
'42, Vista, CA; Fulton G. Thompson '21,
Fresno, CA. Xi Ulysses S. Schlueter '32,
Fremont, NE. Omicron Richard T. Comery '40,
Rumford, Rl; Gerard J. Creamer '35,
Scardsale, NY; Hugh A. Grant '34, Bradford,
PA. Pi Fred D. Douglas '38, Midland, TX;
Warren L. Shobert '19, Sun City, CA. Sigma

Reynold D. Ackerman '24, Lansdowne, PA; E

H. Henry '31, Covington, KY; Carl E. Lebeck
�17, Minneapolis, MN; Loel C. Lust '26,
Aberdeen, SD; Richard L. Nelson '24, Davis,
CA; Raymond K. Swanson '18, Minneapolis,
MN; Sydney A. Patchin '16, Midland, Ml;
Walter f. Sethney '33, Tulsa, OK; John H.

Watts, Jr. '30, Santa Ana, CA.

Tau Hugh H. Boyes '30, Oxnard, CA; James
B. Lapierre '42, Menlo Park, CA; Donald C.
Stout '37, Tigard, OR. Upsilon Michael Koven

'38, Brookville, PA; William C. Stamm '31,
Bellrose, NY; Homer L. Van Aken '19,
Amsterdam, NY. Phi J. C. Grossruder '20, San

Diego, CA. Chi J. E. Lamar '20, Urbana, IL. Psi
Gen. Joseph H. Berry '63, Corvallis, OR;
Harold R. Johnston '24, Tacoma, WA; George
C. Selfridge '23, Boulder City, NV; Clarance
C. Strong '21, Missoula, MT; A. K. Wilson '49,
Reno, NV; John W. Zimrick '29, Ventura, CA.
Alpha Alpha Roger T. Blake '26, Pauls Valley,
OK; Marvin E. Goodner '27, Evansville, IN.

Alpha Beta Clifford S. Geisinger '29, Storm
Lake, IA; Leslie M. Gundry '25, McAllen, TX.

Alpha Gamma Kenneth J. Heidrich '26, State
College, PA. Alpha Epsilon Raymond P.

Barrows '25, Seaford, DE; Donald E. Engdahl
'27, Tustin, CA; Roderick H. Foster '26,
Southampton, NY; David R. McLean '25,
Pensacola, FL.

Alpha lo,ta E. S. Wellhofer '31, Ormond
Beach, FL; Beachley E Burton '31,
Pittsburgh, PA. Alpha Mu David C Nagel '58,
Cleveland, OH; Richard L Taylor '39,
Cleveland, OH. Alpha Nu C A. Montgomery
'39, Clarksburg, WV; Charles W Schmitt '39.

Sarver, PA. Alpha Xi Edgar W. Huseman '39,
Dunnellon, FL. Alpha Pi August B.

Hollingshead '28, Woodbridge. CT; Frank B.
Lewis '44, Dallas, TX. Alpha Chi James D.

Scott, Jr. '60, Midland Park, NJ; Leiand K.

Stewart '57, Cedar Rapids, IA.

Beta Delta Durward D. Darnell '29,
Charleston. WV. Beta Theta Rudolph P.
Fauerbach '63, Millville, NJ; William L.

Gloeckner '31, Bloomfield,NJ. Beta lota
Gordon J. Gray '43, Carbondale, PA. Beta Mu
Thomas Ferguson '51, Florence. SC. Beta
Omicron Walter B. Franzen '39, Davis
Junction, IL. John Gregor '50, Toledo, OH.
Beta Rho Wesley B. Taylor '44, Toledo, OH,
Beta Sigma John F. Locke '47, Covington,
KY Beta Chi William R. Bosien '42, Tryon,
NC. Gamma Gamma Thomas A. McGarry '54,
New London. CT

(The memory of brothers who enter Omega Chapter
may be honored by contributions to the Alpha Sigma
Phi Memorial Fund . . . gifts that live on by
underwriting the scholarship and educational

programs of the Fraternity.)

A. Brodie Smith, California '15, San
Francisco, CA, in memory of Howard

Bennett, California '14, Oakland, CA

Mrs. Loel C. Lust (wife) in mSmory of Loel C.

Lust, Minnesota '26, Aberdeen, SD.

T. P. Wadsworth, California '17, Berkeley,
CA, and Ralph A. McGoey, California '23,
Burbank, CA, in memory of William D.

Higgins, California '23, Hayward, CA.

Albert C. Jahn, Penn State '30,
Philadelphia, PA, in memory of Lioyd C.

Cochran, Penn State '20, Lockport, NY D

THETOMAHAWK
A publication of Alpha Sigma Phi Winter 1981
Postmaster: Change of address form No 3579 should be sent to Alpha Sigma
Phi, 24 West William Street, Delaware. OH 43015
Address corrections: Please help us keep our addresses up to date. If Ihe man named on label is "o longer in college
and nol at Ihis address, please advise us. Please lell us about any spelling errors or other mistaKes wnen movmg.

notify Headquarters as far in advance as possible.
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